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Abstract

While phrases like "technological evolution" and "technological progress" are frequently used in both 
the mainstream press and scientific journals to explain or justify broad social changes, closer examination 
reveals serious problems with this way of thinking.

The use of evolution in reference to technology is fundamentally metaphorical, fallacious, and a threat to 
both democratic institutions and human ecology.

The fallacy is precisely the secular equivalent of "intelligent design" among religious creationists, with 
similarly troubling implications.

"Technological evolution" is furthermore used to frame "progress" in terms of natural processes rather 
than economic policies, forming the nucleus of an ideology that is profoundly influential but largely 
overlooked due to its effective invisibility as an ideology.

"Progress" must end, and ending "progress" requires a realistic appraisal of the diminishing returns 
associated with investments in technology, and, accordingly, a shift in how resources are allocated.
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While phrases like "technological evolution" and "technological progress" are 
frequently used in both the mainstream press and scientific journals to explain 
or justify broad social changes, closer examination reveals serious problems 
with this way of thinking.

Herbert Lin, “Technology's Limited Role in Debates over Digital Surveillance.”  Science, 15 August 2014.
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While phrases like "technological evolution" and "technological progress" are 
frequently used in both the mainstream press and scientific journals to explain 
or justify broad social changes, closer examination reveals serious problems 
with this way of thinking.

Herbert Lin, “Technology's Limited Role in 
Debates over Digital Surveillance.”  Science, 15 
August 2014.

Most new technology comes from industrial-scale 
corporations.

Corporations are chartered by law and regulated 
by policy.

If a commercial technological development 
challenges a legal framework, why does this 
cause us to re-examine the law, rather than 
reconsider the need for a new technology?

Why do corporations and think tanks get to 
influence the law simply by invoking 
“technological evolution?”
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The use of evolution in reference to technology is fundamentally metaphorical, 
fallacious, and a threat to both democratic institutions and human ecology.

Within the Mechanical Tradition in western science, the Newtonian 
“clockwork universe” is used to describe natural processes in terms 
of immutable laws rather than Providence or “occult” influences.

In reference to technology, the terms 
“progress,” “evolution,” “development” and 
“change” are often used as synonyms.

Technology does not “evolve” because it is 
strategic planning, boards of directors, and 
market equilibrium (oligopoly) among 
major industrial firms – rather than “natural 
selection” – that determines how 
technologies develop.

Discussing technological change as 
“evolution” frames technology as a 
deterministic, logically necessary law of 
nature, rather than as the result of 
specific policy decisions by 
government officials in conjunction 
with the goals of organized industry.
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The use of evolution in reference to technology is fundamentally metaphorical, 
fallacious, and a threat to both democratic institutions and human ecology.

Left, data from the US Bureaux of Economic Analysis and Labor Statistics show gains in worker productivity resulting from automation.
Right, Modern Times (1936), The Tramp strapped into a workplace feeding machine to dramatize the human impact of technology on labor.

By invoking popular notions about the amoral objectivity of science, the doctrine of 
“technological evolution” creates a moral problem for society's relationship to organized 
industry by obscuring the role of human intentionality (and, thus, of moral responsibility) 
with respect to the social consequences of commercial technology products.
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The use of evolution in reference to technology is fundamentally metaphorical, 
fallacious, and a threat to both democratic institutions and human ecology.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LOSS OF MANUFACTURING JOBS, WAGES, 
BENEFITS, AND TAX REVENUE CAUSED BY WORKPLACE AUTOMATION?
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The use of evolution in reference to technology is fundamentally metaphorical, 
fallacious, and a threat to both democratic institutions and human ecology.

DO WORKERS DESERVE A SHARE OF THEIR INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY?  *  
DO THOSE WHO PROFIT FROM THE ELIMINATION OF JOBS HAVE A SOCIAL 
OBLIGATION TO THOSE HARMED BY LOST JOB OPPORTUNITIES?
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The fallacy is precisely the secular equivalent of "intelligent design" among 
religious creationists, with similarly troubling implications.

Religious fundamentalists who advocate the 
“intelligent design” of nature commit a fallacy, 
since nature is not teleological, or, designed with 
intent to satisfy a specific purpose.

Scientistic ideologues who promote 
“technological evolution” commit a fallacy, since 
technology is teleological, or, designed with 
intent to satisfy one or another specific purpose.
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The fallacy is precisely the secular equivalent of "intelligent design" among 
religious creationists, with similarly troubling implications.

The use of “technological evolution” to explain technological change as 
an amoral, objective process (like the laws of nature) leads to problematic 
inferences about the social consequences of technology policy:

“Technology is neither good nor bad, but can be used for good or bad.”  *

“Nerve gas is neither good nor bad, but can be used for good or bad.”

“Thermonuclear weapons are neither good nor bad, but can be used for 
good or bad.”

“The decision to develop thermonuclear weapons was neither good nor 
bad, but could be used for good or bad.”     

“The decision to deploy * thermonuclear weapons in WWII was neither 
good nor bad, but could be used for good or bad.”  *

“Cold War nuclear stockpiles were neither good nor bad, but could be 
used* for good or bad.”   
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"Technological evolution" is furthermore used to frame "progress" in terms of 
natural processes rather than economic policies, forming the nucleus of an 
ideology that is profoundly influential but largely overlooked due to its effective 
invisibility as an ideology.

“One would encounter less dispute, on the whole, by questioning the 
sanctity of the family or religion than the absolute merit of technical 
progress.”

“No other social goal is more strongly avowed than economic growth.  No other test of 
social success has such nearly unanimous acceptance as the annual increase in the 
Gross National Product.  And this is true of all countries developed or undeveloped; 
communist, socialist, or capitalist.”

“The Communist countries have been greater or less rivals of the non-Communist states 
in accordance with their greater or less increase in output.”

“There are differences of opinion between Communist and non-Communist scholars on 
the validity of the statistics and concepts which are employed in the two worlds to 
measure economic growth.  But there is no disagreement on the validity of the goal itself.”

– John Kenneth Galbraith, The New Industrial State (1967)
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"Progress" must end, and ending "progress" requires a realistic appraisal of the 
diminishing returns associated with investments in technology, and, 
accordingly, a shift in how resources are allocated.

Eli Kintisch, "Fund climate 
intervention research, study says."  
Science, 23 February 2015.

Is it rational as a policy position 
to expect technical solutions to 
the problems caused by 
technology itself?

Rather than develop new 
technologies to mitigate the 
harmful consequences of current 
technologies, a straightforward 
policy solution to CO2 
emissions, for example, is to 
reduce energy use by increasing 
its cost (though this may impact 
growth & “progress). *

Reducing use avoids the 
problem of diminishing returns.



  

EXERCISE 1 – “PROGRESS” IN MODERN MEDICINE

Americans do not live 25% longer than the Swiss, French, or Germans.  Like any other business, societal 
investments modern medicine are subject to the economic law of diminishing returns.  As a law, diminishing 
returns is not an explanation but a description: Newton's laws of gravity say nothing about what this invisible 
force is, while Einstein's theory of relativity explains gravity in terms of a curved space-time continuum.



  

“Advancement of Medical Science”  or  “Diminishing Returns”

Productivity of the US health care 
system, 1930-82.
Productivity index = (Life Expectancy) / (National 
Health expenditures as a percent of GNP)  

Modern medicine is largely successful 
due to a small number of innovations:

1) Sanitation and hygiene (1847)
2) Anesthetics and Analgesics
3) Antibiotics (developed for ~ $20,000)
4) Preventative medicine (vaccine)

Modern medicine today is increasingly 
concerned with mitigating the negative 
consequences of industrial civilization 
itself on diet, lifestyle, and habitat.

Medical discoveries today solve 
increasingly esoteric problems -- at 
increasing costs -- for fewer patients.

`

polio vaccine

EXERCISE 1 – “PROGRESS” IN MODERN MEDICINE

From Joseph Tainter, The Collapse of Complex Societies (Cambridge University Press, 1988).



  

“Newer is Better”  or  “Diminishing Marginal Utility”

EXERCISE 2 – PROGRESS IN COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY

National Institute of Standards & 
Technology, The Economic Impacts of 
Inadequate Infrastructure for Software 
Testing (2002)

Adjusted for inflation, 
$59.5 billion equals 
$78.9 billion in 2015 
dollars.

“For better or poorer, the only two products not covered by product liability today 
are religion and software, and software should not escape for much longer.”

– Dan Geer, Cybersecurity as Realpolitic (Blackhat Keynote, 2014)

End users subsidize 
technological growth 
through indirect costs 
associated with software 
upgrades, such as lost 
productivity due to bugs or 
interface changes, updated 
system requirements, 
incompatibilities, and 
overhead (IT departments).
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EXERCISE 2 – PROGRESS IN COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY

Operating System Market Share (2013).  Source: Net Applications

Vista released 2007

XP released 2001

Windows 7 released 2009

Windows 8 released 2012

At the end of 2013, over 30% of computers on the planet were running 
Windows XP, a 12-year-old, “functionally obsolete” operating system (which, 
over time, proved good enough for a great many users).  Windows 95 was a 
commercial success because it was far superior to DOS.  Windows Vista, a 
notorious flop, was not comparably superior to its predecessors (like XP).
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EXERCISE 3 – EVOLUTION AND MARKETS NEVER ERR

As an organizing principle of social order in the 
West, the ideology of progress is only about 200 
years old.  Although Antiquity acknowledged a 
“primitive” past, humankind was considered in a 
degraded state compared to a remote Golden 
Age.  In Christendom, Eden was a lost paradise.  
The Renaissance venerated Antiquity.  The idea 
that knowledge, society, and technology can be 
made to constantly improve dates to the 
Enlightenment, and has threatened ecological 
catastrophe in the geological blink of an eye.  
There is little empirical evidence that our big 
brains are a distinct survival advantage.

The average longevity of a mammal species is 1,000,000 years

Neanderthals endured for about 
350,000 years.

Behaviorally 
modern humans 

first appeared 
50,000 ago

As an ideology and social 
mythology, progress is only 

about 200 years old

Progress in Perspective (scale: 1 million years = 1,000 pixels)
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EXERCISE 3 – EVOLUTION AND MARKETS NEVER ERR

Our ideas about progress derive from medieval conceptions of the scala naturae, 
or “great chain of being,” which continues to influence perceptions of our role on 
the planet today: since “god is dead” we talk about humanity at “the top of the food 
chain” or “the most evolved” species on the planet.  We apply this same thinking 
when we assume new technologies always improve the quality of our lives when, 
in many cases, this is only true when qualified as “convenience” or “distraction.”



  

“More Technology is Always Better”

CONCLUSION – THE MODERN HERESY

During World War I, American agricultural output increased dramatically 
to supply grain to Europe.   The years leading up to the Great Depression 
were, accordingly, some of the most productive on record.  After the war, 
American agriculture underwent heavy industrialization, which increased 
supply further, while European demand began to decline...
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CONCLUSION – THE MODERN HERESY

In the postwar years, as mechanization and automation 
caused supply to far outstrip demand, prices collapsed.

1929 Crash

“Roaring 20's”
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CONCLUSION – THE MODERN HERESY

The most hungry 
years of the Great 
Depression were 
some of the most 
productive on 
record.

This social and 
economic disaster was 
compounded, 
paradoxically, by 
abundance: policy 
makers failed to 
organize an adequate 
system to regulate 
technological output in 
light of its social 
consequences.

Source: USDA Agricultural 
Statistics (1939)



  

“More Technology is Always Better”

CONCLUSION – THE MODERN HERESY

“ ... the present state of acute economic emergency being in part the consequence of a severe 
and increasing disparity between the prices of agricultural and other commodities, which ... 
has largely destroyed the purchasing power of farmers for industrial products .. and has 
seriously impaired the agricultural assets supporting the national credit structure ...”

 -- Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933

Source: USDA Agricultural Statistics (1939)



  

“You Can't Reason with Nature, but You Can Tax a Corporation”

CONCLUSION – THE MODERN HERESY

Why allow commerce to occupy such a central position in society if its 
causing the erosion of civil society and leading us to ecological 
catastrophe?

Why afford technological “progress” carte blanch to reorganize human 
societies on the basis of a metaphorical use of the word “evolution?”

Technological “evolution” is not a benign metaphor, but treats certain 
types of organized commerce as necessary.

The word “heresy” derives from the Greek “to choose.”

We have a choice about how we wish to expend our resources: 
technology can be controlled by policy, and limits imposed in light of 
ecological concerns and economic limitations; or, we can have faith that 
a technical solution to the problems created by technology will appear 
miraculously, and save us from ourselves.



  

Additional Notes

Estimate of mammal species longevity: PBS Evolution Library, “The Current Mass Extinction” 
(http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/evolution/library/03/2/l_032_04.html)

Although 50,000 years ago is the conventional figure for behavioral modernity, good evidence of modern 
cognitive abilities can be found about 80,000 years ago in Christopher Henshilwood, et al. (2002): 
"Emergence of Modern Human Behavior: Middle Stone Age Engravings from South Africa," Science 295 
(5558): 1278–1280. doi:10.1126/science.1067575

Neanderthal dates: Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of Natural History, “Homo neanderthalis” 
(http://humanorigins.si.edu/evidence/human-fossils/species/homo-neanderthalensis)
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